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Introduction
The combination of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and the Internet
of Things (IoT), dubbed AIoT, opens up new possibilities for
how we collect, analyze and react to data, promising an era
of smarter, faster decision-making. Using clusters of
AI-empowered IoT devices, computing will shift to the edge,
where high-speed data processing will enable lightning-fast
adjustments to processes, workflow and productivity.
Industries ranging from manufacturing and medical to
automotive and telecoms are all poised to reap the benefits
of these capabilities, but, in order to get there, AIoT must be
supported by network capabilities that allow for increased
data connectivity, ultra-low latency and high capacity.
5G technology is the answer to this requirement. With 5G,
AIoT delivers on the full promise of its potential, ushering in
a new era of massive connectivity that will revolutionize how
we live, work and play.
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The Expanding AIoT Market
Over the coming years, demand for AIoT solutions and
products is expected to skyrocket. By 2025, revenue
attributable to the combination of AI and 5G is projected to
reach US$3.11 trillion, with that value accelerating to $17.93
trillion by 2035.1

Figure 1 outlines this trajectory, with revenue gains
divided between:
Direct gains (5G and AI infrastructure and products)
Indirect gains (Technology suppliers and other third
parties)
Productivity gains (Process and Productivity benefits
of 5G AI)
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A large proportion of AI functions will be deployed across the
Internet of Things, and clusters of IoT devices, driving up
demand for IoT functionality across a massive spectrum of
products. As Figure 2 shows, demand for IoT devices is
expected to result in over 25 billion connected devices
globally by 2030.2
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AIoT Demand in Industry
While all businesses and verticals stand to benefit from
AIoT, certain key sectors will naturally lead in terms of
demand for devices. Overall, the highest demand for IoT
deployments is currently within the industrial sector, with the
industrial IoT market expected to reach US$344.7 billion by
2026.3 Industry 4.0 requirements are the main drivers of
growth in this sector, as smart factories seek to deploy
increasingly

safe

and

autonomous

manufacturing

processes.

AIoT Demand for Public Use
Demand for AIoT devices is also expected to surge in the
public sector over the next few years, as users come to
expect

seamless,

interconnected

tech

experiences.

Example use cases include:

Healthcare Devices
Devices used to monitor health, particularly wearables, will
become increasingly popular both for personal and medical
use, with a projected 40.8 million AI-enabled wearables
expected to ship as early as 2023.4

Autonomous Vehicles
The autonomous vehicle industry presents similar demand,
with 54.2 million autonomous vehicles anticipated globally
by 2024.5

Footnote:
https://www.reportlinker.com/p06187457/Industrial-IoT-Market-Report-Tren

https://go.abiresearch.com/lp-5g-and-ai
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1230664/projected-number-autonomou
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Supplying the Growing Demand for AIoT
Chipset companies and Wireless Communication Module
manufacturers are leading the charge in terms of supplying
the components needed to manufacture AIoT devices.
These components can be thought of as the nervous system
supporting the AI “brain” that will allow truly decentralized,
autonomous computing across the Internet of Things.
In partnership with chipset companies like Qualcomm,
MediaTek and UNISOC, Fibocom has already developed a
strong AIoT industry presence supplying sectors ranging
from telecoms and smart energy to industrial manufacturing,
robotics, and security and surveillance.
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Meeting Business and Industry
Challenges Head-on
For many of the industries previously mentioned, the
combination of AIoT and 5G is the answer to long-standing
challenges

that

impact

productivity,

speed

and

decision-making. A typical business scenario is having far
more data coming in than can be meaningfully processed,
analyzed and acted on, particularly as the enterprise brings
increasing numbers of IoT devices online.
In a factory, for example, sensors might provide data on
temperatures, pressure, vibration and power usage – all of
which needs to be fed back to a central point, such as a
cloud data center, for processing and analysis. The data
then needs to be retrieved, the results interpreted by an
analyst, and changes made based on the findings.
While all of this is happening, any issues in the
manufacturing

process

that

are

causing

losses

in

productivity, or even those that pose a safety hazard, may
go unnoticed until the analysis is complete.
Overall, the approach means these businesses cannot be
as agile as they need to be in responding to changing
market and production pressures, with associated costs in
terms of opportunity, scalability and process improvement.
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Rising to the Challenge with AIoT
When AI is added to the scenario, it becomes possible to
analyze the massive data being generated by IoT devices
directly at the source.

Edge Computing
The rapid reaction time AIoT offers is the result of shifting
computing power to local devices, called edge computing.
By enabling autonomous local AI, businesses tap into the
benefits of distributed intelligence that can rapidly and
accurately update processes.

Machine Learning
AI algorithms distributed across local servers and clusters of
IoT devices, can engage in deep learning, drawing on large
data sets to make inferences about, and detect patterns in,
how a system is operating. In the factory scenario discussed
previously, machine learning algorithms could pick up on
problems or manufacturing errors long before they seriously
impact productivity, and then swiftly act to rectify them.

Predictive Maintenance
In a similar vein, AIoT helps prevent machine and equipment
failure, by accurately predicting the need for, and scheduling
of, routine maintenance. IoT sensors can also provide data
on potential unexpected equipment issues before these
result in the need for extensive servicing or complicated
overhauls, reducing costs and further boosting productivity.
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Figure 3 details the key differences in an AIoT process,
where data is analyzed and acted on locally and
autonomously, and the traditional, time-intensive approach of
sending data to an external location for processing.

Cloud Computing

Edge Computing

Figure 3.
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Empowering AIoT with 5G
A key piece in delivering the speed and operational
efficiency AIoT promises is the development of network
capabilities

that

can

support

rapid,

massive

data

transmission. 5G networks provide the three essential
precursors for true AIoT, namely:
eMBB (enhanced Mobile Broadband)
uRLLC (ultra-Reliable Low Latency
Communications)
mMTC (massive Machine Type Communications)
The speed and reliability of 5G connections allows AI to
overcome

the

data-transportation

bottleneck,

while

analyzing and learning from data with rapid precision. This
means

businesses

and

industry

can

benefit

from

lightning-fast, intelligent and autonomous decision-making,
with issues being resolved long before they become real
problems, or even being predicted ahead of time.
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Transforming Business and
Industry with 5G AIoT
Using the combination of 5G and AIoT, enterprises will be
able to achieve true digital transformation. Fibocom’s
modules embedded in IoT devices, combined with AI
capabilities, are already playing a pivotal part in that
process, with the potential to be deployed across a massive
range of unique use cases.
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Industrial IoT (IIoT)
From improved process efficiency to enhanced operational
protocols and automated factory floors, 5G AIoT is already
shaping the future of construction and manufacturing
processes. Empowered by AIoT devices, the era of Industry
4.0 promises massive gains in productivity, safety and
innovation.

Patrol and Inspection Robots
Used during construction or maintenance inspections,
autonomous robots can check temperature, gas leaks,
equipment malfunctions and other scenarios that pose a
safety hazard for human inspectors. Increasingly, patrol
robots are also being used to enhance security, both in
private and public contexts.

Smart Glasses
Human inspection teams, using smart devices such as
Augmented Reality (AR) glasses, benefit from built-in tools
that can accurately measure and document whether
developments are up to specifications. By streaming
high-definition video back to remote teams, these devices
also enable real-time collaboration and decision-making.

Smart Factories and Smart Automation
AIoT also plays a central role in building out Industry 4.0 and
optimizing logistics. As data from IoT sensors is processed
by machine-learning algorithms, manufacturing processes
and machine maintenance schedules can be adjusted in
real time, to streamline productivity.
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Vehicles and Transportation (C-V2X)
5G uRLLC, combined with AI, will be the backbone of future
transportation and autonomous vehicle systems. Integrated
into vehicle hardware and street-level IoT, AI ensures
unparalleled safety and convenience for commuters
navigating the Internet of Vehicles (IoV).

C-V2X OBU
Vehicle On-Board Units, with integrated communication
modules, allow vehicles to transmit and receive a constant
stream of real-time data with millisecond latency. By
communicating
infrastructure

with
(V2I),

other

vehicles

pedestrians

(V2P)

(V2V),

traffic

and

Global

Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), autonomous vehicles
can rapidly adapt to changing road environments.

Advanced Driver-Assistance Systems (ADAS)
With humans at the wheel, ADAS systems equipped with
sophisticated computer-vision capabilities, Radar and
LiDAR offer enhanced driving safety. ADAS systems reduce
driver error and accidents, track potential hazards in the
vehicle’s environment, and implement automatic emergency
braking and lane departure correction as needed.

Intelligent Traffic Systems
Dynamic

traffic

management

systems

tap

into

V2I

capabilities to solve issues like congestion and provide a
smoother commuting experience. By using IoT sensors,
infrastructure components such as traffic lights can also
adjust to changing conditions on the road. This means traffic
services can be optimized to provide real-time solutions for
traffic flow in a particular area, as well as within a broader
city-wide network.
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Security and Surveillance
For

security

and

monitoring, AIoT

devices

provide

instantaneous reaction, by recording, analyzing and acting
on critical information in real time. This means potential
security risks can be mitigated, or even averted, as smart
cameras recognize and report incidents to relevant
personnel as they unfold.

IP Cameras
Combining computer vision, deep learning and automated
responses, HD smart cameras in public, retail and industrial
environments ensure safety and security in diverse settings.

AI Access
Using facial recognition, AI-enabled devices can control
access to secure, or potentially hazardous sites. In addition
to identity verification, AI cameras can check that workers
are equipped with appropriate safety gear and monitor
health-related parameters such as body temperature.
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Smart Retail
In retail environments, AIoT devices are set to create
seamless shopping experiences, merging the convenience
of

online

purchasing

with

the

engagement

of

a

brick-and-mortar store. The combination of apps and
in-store devices offers customers new ways to pay and
interact with products.

Smart Point of Sale (POS)
Compact and portable Smart POS devices provide a
mobile-like experience while maintaining the security
required for point of sale. At the same time, data from these
devices can be used to inform Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) programs, provide behavioral insights
and even track inventory, for proactive ordering and
restocking.

Smart Fitting Mirror
In-store smart devices allow shoppers to virtually try on
products in a real environment, by creating an avatar based
on the customer’s measurements. This enables customers
to rapidly cycle through garment choices, avoid queues and
save time. AI analysis further helps retailers predict fashion
trends and create personalized relationships with returning
shoppers, with their preferences and choices taken into
account during future interactions.
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Education
In schools and universities, IoT devices shape the way
students learn and bolster the ability of institutions and
educators to provide personalized, relevant learning
opportunities that meet individual student needs.

Robotic Teaching Assistants
AIoT Teaching Assistants provide support in the classroom
by helping students master formulaic tasks, such as with
vocabulary and arithmetic practice. These robots add a
novel, exciting element to repetitive, and often boring tasks,
and elicit higher levels of student engagement. Using these
devices therefore allows teachers to dedicate their time to
more complex learning outcomes and to focus on individual
students.
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Home and Entertainment
Smart devices are also rapidly becoming an essential part of
day-to-day life in home and entertainment settings,
providing utility, convenience and companionship across a
wide range of contexts.

Smart Appliances
AI-empowered domestic devices, such as coffee makers,
fridges and washing machines offer users new levels of
automation

and

convenience

in

daily

life. A smart

refrigerator, for example, can help homeowners place
grocery orders, look up recipes based on the device’s
contents, and communicate with and prime other smart
appliances during the cooking process.

Social Robots
AI-equipped robots are also being used to fulfill a variety of
social and personal care functions. Newly-developed smart
table tennis robots playing against human opponents can
observe facial expressions and motivate players as needed.
Meanwhile, robot companions for the elderly are designed
to provide interaction and stimulation in care home settings.
These devices can also monitor health and behavioral
metrics, and report concerning developments, easing the
burden on caregivers.

The superior network experience delivered by 5G is a
central component in the above and previous examples, and
the key development driving global AIoT adoption.
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Fibocom Modules
Fibocom 5G modules are already making many of the use
cases discussed above a reality for a large number of
companies. Our 3GPP-R16 and R15 compliant 5G modules
are also designed with fast, seamless connectivity in mind.

FM160 and FG160
Air Interface: 5G, 4G, 3G
5G NR Sub-6 band compliant with 3GPP release 16
High data throughput for use with cellular terminals such as
CPE, STB, IPC and ODU
Supports

multi-constellation

GNSS

receiver

for

high-performance positioning and navigation
eMBB and low-latency service for IoT, FWA and other
massive data requirement scenarios

FG360
Air Interface: 5G, 4G, 3G
Built-in quad-core & 2GHz ARM Cortex-A55 CPU
Supports 5G SA and NSA network architectures
High-speed performance designed for FWA, CPE, gateway,
industrial monitoring, and telemedicine.

FM150 and FG150
Air Interface: 5G, 4G, 3G
Supports 5G SA and NSA network architectures
High-speed performance designed for gateway, industrial
monitoring, VR/AR and drone control
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SC171
Air Interface: 5G, 4G, 3G
Supports 5G SA and NSA network architectures
Designed with Qualcomm QCM6490, built in an Octa-core
processor and Adreno 642 GPU
Supports dual USB, WiFi 6 and Bluetooth
vDPS: high-performance graphics engine and dual-screen
display
Supports graphics-heavy applications, with use cases
ranging from public security, smart city and smart retail to
smart car deployment
GNSS Positioning: GPS (L1+L5)/GLONASS/Beidou
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Unleash the Potential of 5G AIoT with Fibocom
Fibocom, in partnership with global IoT industry innovators,
is dedicated to building out the infrastructure and products
needed to empower the AIoT world. Fibocom’s wireless
communication modules are at the cutting edge of that goal
– providing the speed and low-latency needed for effective
mMTC, and ensuring a smart, sustainable, interconnected
future.
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